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Parity nonconservation in neutron resonances in232Th
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Parity nonconservation~PNC! was measured for 24p-wave resonances from 8 to 300 eV in232Th by
measuring the helicity dependence of the total neutron cross section for epithermal neutrons with an improved
experimental system. Ten resonances show statistically significant parity violation. For these ten resonances
the analyzing powers are all positive, thus confirming the previously observed sign correlation. The data are fit
to the sum of two terms, a constant asymmetry and a fluctuating asymmetry. With this ansatz the root-mean-
square PNC matrix elementM51.12 meV, which corresponds to a weak spreading widthGw54.731027 eV.
For the neighboring nuclide238U there is no constant offset, suggesting that the sign correlation is specific to
232Th. @S0556-2813~98!03608-5#

PACS number~s!: 25.40.Ny, 24.80.1y, 11.30.Er, 27.90.1b
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I. INTRODUCTION

As discussed in the preceding paper@1#, the traditional
approach to symmetry breaking in the nucleus is illustra
by the study of parity nonconservation~PNC! in parity dou-
blets in light nuclei. The classic review of PNC studies
light nuclei is by Adelberger and Haxton@2#. After the dis-
covery@3# of very large enhancements of parity violation f
neutron resonances in heavy nuclei~as large as 106), an ap-
proach was adopted that considers the compound nucleu
a chaotic system and treats the symmetry-breaking ma
elements as random variables. The experimental goal of
parity-violation experiments is the determination of the ro
mean-square PNC matrix element. Recent reviews that a
the approach include Bowmanet al. @4#, Frankleet al. @5#,
and Flambaum and Gribakin@6#.

Initial measurements by the TRIPLE Collaboration pr
duced a number of parity violations in238U @7,8# and 232Th
@9,10#, and raised several questions. Of particular inter
was the unexpected nonstatistical result observed in232Th
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@9,10#: all seven statistically significant asymmetries ha
the same sign. This result generated a large amount of in
est and theoretical speculation. It was considered very imp
tant to repeat the measurements on thorium with impro
precision in order to verify the anomaly. It was also impo
tant to learn whether the effect is universal or specific
232Th.

We made significant improvements to the experimen
system, and repeated the measurements for238U and 232Th.
The new data were analyzed with an improved analysis p
cedure. This paper and the preceding paper on238U report
the results of these measurements. Details of the232Th ex-
periment, analysis, and results are presented in the diss
tion of Stephenson@11#.

The spirit of the analysis is the same as in the preced
paper. The PNC asymmetryp for a p-wave resonance is
obtained fromsp

65sp ~11p6), wheresp
6 is the resonance

cross section for1 and2 helicities, andsp is the resonance
part of thep-wave cross section.~Here the neutron polariza
tion is assumed to be one for simplicity. In the data analy
the measured polarization value was included in the dete
nation of the longitudinal asymmetry.! The resonance param
eters are determined~with the multilevel, multichannel code
described in the preceding paper! from summed data ob
tained under similar conditions. The resonance parame
are then held fixed, including the resonance cross sectionsp
for the p-wave resonance in question, and the longitudi
asymmetries are determined separately for the1 and2 he-
licity states. The asymmetry parametersp6 are obtained
from sp

6 , and the longitudinal asymmetryp determined
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PRC 58 1237PARITY NONCONSERVATION IN NEUTRON . . .
from p5(sp
12sp

2)/(sp
11sp

2)5(p12p2)/(21p11p2).
The apparatus is described briefly in Sec. II, while Sec.

discusses the procedure used to obtain the resonance p
eters and the longitudinal asymmetries. The data set is
scribed in Sec. IV. The results—resonance parameters
PNC longitudinal asymmetries—are presented in Sec.
The analysis used to obtain the rms PNC matrix elem
from the asymmetries is described in Sec. VI. The sign c
relation is discussed in Sec. VII and a brief summary is giv
in the final section.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

A. Apparatus

Since the apparatus is described in detail in the prece
paper, here we only summarize the major parts of the sys
The 800-MeV proton beam from the Los Alamos Neutr
Scattering Center~LANSCE! linac is chopped to pulse
250-ns wide, which are stacked on top of one another
accumulated in the Proton Storage Ring~PSR!. The stored
proton beam~typically the average proton current was 60m
for this experiment! is then directed at the rate of 20 H
towards a tungsten spallation target and approximately
fast neutrons in the MeV energy range are produced for e
incident proton. The neutrons are then moderated to epit
mal energies in a gadolinium-poisoned water moderator
collimated. The resulting pulsed, intense epithermal neu
beam at the Manuel Lujan Neutron Scattering Cen
~MLNSC! is well suited for these PNC experiments. A d
tailed description of the target-moderator geometry is giv
by Lisowski et al. @12#. In addition to the initial width that
the neutron pulse acquires from the proton pulse, furt
broadening is introduced by the neutron moderation proc

A description of the TRIPLE Collaboration experiment
setup as utilized in the original experiment on232Th was
given by Robersonet al. @13#. Although major changes hav
been made to most of the system, the overall experime
philosophy remains the same. An overview of the TRIP
experimental system is shown in Fig. 1.

The neutron flux is monitored by a pair of ionizatio
chambers@14#. The neutron beam is polarized by transm
sion through a polarized proton target. The protons are
larized in frozen ammonia by the dynamic nuclear polari
tion process@15,16#. The ammonia target is cooled in liqui
4He to 1 K at thecenter of a 5-T split-coil superconductin
magnet. The proton polarization was monitored with
nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR! measurement. The NMR
measurement provides a rapidrelative determination of the
proton polarization. Calibration methods of the polarizati
are discussed by Yuanet al. @17#. In practice the typical
neutron polarization was about 70%. The spin direction
the neutrons are reversed rapidly~every ten seconds! by an
adiabatic spin flipper@18#.

To reduce the effect of Doppler broadening on the re
nance line shape, the232Th target was cooled to 77 K by
liquid-nitrogen target chiller. A natural boron neutron a
sorber was located at the upstream end of the spin flippe
order to remove low-energy neutrons that would over
with neutrons from the next pulse.
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The neutron detector system consists of 55 liquid scin
lator cells optically coupled to photomultipliers~PMT’s!
@19#. The detector is located 56 m from the neutron sour
The segmented nature of the detector allows very high
stantaneous counting rates, while the thickness of the sci
lator is such that most of the neutrons are thermalized
captured, giving the detector a very high and almost ener
independent efficiency.

B. Data acquisition

The data acquisition cycle is initiated by each prot
burst. An inductive pickup on the proton beam line~before
the spallation target! provides a time-zero signalt0, which
also triggers a second pulse,t08 , 1/60th of a second later. Th
detector signals are linearly summed and filtered to 100, 2
or 1000 ns, with the time depending on the digital sampl
interval~dwell time!. A digital transient recorder samples th
summed detector signal 8192 times in intervals determi
by the dwell time, and these 8192 words are added t
summation memory for 200 beam bursts before being sto
The t08 pulse initiates a sweep 1/60th of a second after e
neutron pulse and triggers the subtraction of the next 81
word sweep from the stored data. Each sweep is thus
rected for background and electronic noise, and this cor
tion is also applied to the monitor signal.

This process is followed for 200 beam bursts~or t0
pulses!. The helicity state of the neutron beam is chang
according to an eight-step sequence designed to reduce
effects of gain drifts and residual transverse magnetic fie
on the PMT’s@13#. Each spin-flipper state lasts 10 s. Th
data are stored in separate spectra, one for data with the
unchanged~NOFLIP! and one for data with the spin flippe

FIG. 1. Overview of TRIPLE polarized neutron flight path
LANSCE.
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1238 PRC 58S. L. STEPHENSONet al.
~FLIP!. After 20 eight-step sequences, the data collectio
stopped and the data are stored for later analysis. The r
is a rather large number of small data sets, runs, that
analyzed separately.

III. DETERMINATION OF PNC LONGITUDINAL
ASYMMETRIES

The codeFITXS @20# was written specifically to analyz
the time-of-flight ~TOF! spectra measured by the TRIPL
Collaboration at MLNSC. For a particular time-of-flight re
gion and a set of fitting parameters, thex2 is minimized to
obtain the optimum set of parameter values. The fitting fu
tion depends on the target areal density, the multilevel cr
sections, and broadening due to three sources: the neu
beam, Doppler broadening, and the detector system.
broadening due to the beam and the detection system ca
combined to form a response functionBt(t).

For this transmission experiment, the fitting function c
be written as

Ft~ t !5Bt~ t ! ^ @N0~ t !e2nsD~ t !#1B, ~1!

where

sD~ t !5@D~v ! ^ s~v !#v→t , ~2!

N0(t) is the neutron flux,D(v) is the velocity-dependen
Doppler response function,B is the background function
and thev→t symbol indicates that after the convolution
velocity space, the function is converted to a function
time. The^ symbol indicates a convolution.

The first step in the analysis approach is to fit the neut
cross section data, and then to fix all of the resonance pa
eters while determining the longitudinal asymmetries. T
multilevel, multichannel neutron cross section is calcula
with the formalism of Reich and Moore@21#.

We adopt the following notation: the resonance energ
Es,p , the neutron widthGn

s,p , and the total widthGs,p, all for
s- andp-wave resonances, respectively. Detailed express
for the s- and p-wave elastic and capture cross sections
given in the preceding paper@1#. The neutron widths are
calculated at energyE according to

Gn
s,p~E!5Gn

s,p~Es,p!@E/Es,p# l 11/2. ~3!

The details of the fitting procedure are given in the p
ceding paper@1#. The final expression forBt(t) includes the
beam response and additional broadening from the neu
detector, with the various resolution parameters determi
empirically for this system. Including an energy-depend
flux and allowing for background~described by a polynomia
in time!, the final fitting function can be written as

Ft~ t !5FBt~ t ! ^ F a

Eb
e2nsD~ t !G G1(

i 50

3
ai

t i
, ~4!

wheresD(t) is the Doppler-broadened total cross section
s- andp-wave resonances. Thes- andp-wave cross section
are calculated for all resonances present in a TOF spec
~including contaminants!.
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When a final satisfactory fit is obtained for a given ener
region, all of these parameters are held fixed and the lo
tudinal asymmetryp varied. This is performed for each he
licity state for each run. As described in the introductio
once the cross sectionssp

6 are determined, the PNC long
tudinal asymmetries are easily obtained. A detailed desc
tion of the codeFITXS is given by Matsuda@20#.

IV. DATA

The PNC effects in232Th were studied by transmitting
neutrons through a thick sample. The target was a cylinde
natural thorium (232Th) 11.20 cm in length and 9.84 cm i
diameter, which corresponds to an areal density of 3
31023 atoms/cm2. Preliminary evaluation of the data fo
cused on possible experimental difficulties, including ga
fluctuations or large numbers of bad spectra. After these
were made, 307 runs were used in the final analysis.
earlier thorium experiment consisted of 355 runs of the sa
length. In the present experiment the neutron polarizat
was about 70% rather than the value of 27% obtained in
earlier experiment. In addition, when increased collimat
size and detector efficiency are considered, the effec
beam intensity in the present experiment is about an orde
magnitude higher than in the earlier measurements. Since
standard figure of merit for the beam isP2I , whereP is the
beam polarization andI the beam current, the present da
should be nearly two orders of magnitude better than
earlier data.

In order to study parity violation at the 8.3-eV resonan
it was essential to collect data at 200-ns dwell time.~For
100-ns dwell time the spectrum would end before 8.3-
neutrons arrived at the detector.! However, for higher ener-
gies the 100-ns dwell time data are preferred, since this ch
nel width provides more data points per resonance,
therefore effectively better resolution. A total of 159 ru
with 200-ns dwell time and 148 runs with 100-ns dwell tim
were included in the final analysis. Resonances below 25
are observed only in the 200-ns data; both data sets w
used in the energy region 25-234 eV; and above 234 eV o
the 100-ns data were analyzed.

The initial energy calibration was performed using pre
ous resonance data@22,23#. For the 100-ns data the time-o
flight length wasL556.804 m and the channel offset wa
C057.42 channels, while the corresponding values for
200-ns data wereL556.795 m andC054.18 channels.

The statistical error in these values is very small, but
total error is not known since the errors in the resona
energies used to determineL andC0 were not given in Refs.
@22,23#. Using the values ofL andC0 given above, the reso
nance energies were converted back to time-of-flight ch
nels and related to the Olsen@22# resonance energies byE
55.2331029@L2/d2(C1C0)2#, whered is the dwell time.
Assuming that the fractional errors in the thorium measu
ment by Olsen were the same as in their uranium meas
ment @24# with the same system, a least-squares fit was p
formed to determine a new length and a new channel off
The new length was found to beL556.77860.006 m, with
C057.4760.33 channels for the 100-ns data. For the 200
data L556.77660.005 m andC053.8060.14 channels.
With this calibration the resonance energies and their er
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FIG. 2. Sample multilevel fit to a232Th trans-
mission spectrum in the energy region 16.9–46
eV.
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were determined. The agreement with the earlier meas
ments is excellent. Due to the higher statistics of the pres
measurement, the resonance parameters for the weakp-wave
resonances should be more precise. However, since for
experiment the length of the flight path was relatively sho
and a rather thick target~optimized for the study of parity
violation in weak p-wave resonances, not for resonan
analysis! was used, not all known resonances were obser
due to overlapping with strongs-wave resonances.

As the final steps in processing the data for analysis,
analog-to-digital converter counts are converted to ac
neutron counts, the data are corrected for dead time,
background due tog-ray counts is subtracted. The dead tim
is determined from the relationY5Re2Rt, whereY is the
measured yield,R is the actual counting rate, andt is the
dead time. The rates are measured for a typical beam cur
and at one-half, one-quarter, and one-eighth of the typ
current, andt is determined. For this measurement the de
time was 23.0 ns. The counts that appear at the bottom
black resonances are assumed to arise fromg rays in the
neutron beam. Yenet al. @25# developed a procedure to co
rect for this background. With these corrections, the data
now ready for determination of the neutron resonance par
eters.

V. DATA REDUCTION

A. Neutron resonance parameters

In the analysis to determine the resonance parameter
runs were summed for the 100-ns data as well as the 20
data as a compromise between better statistics and the m
tenance of uniform experimental conditions. Due to t
thickness of the thorium target, many of thes-wave reso-
nances absorbed all neutrons. After the standard backgro
correction@25# there were still some counts under these re
nances. The remaining counts were fit to a polynomial fu
tion of 1/TOF. These background parameters were held fi
for the rest of the fitting process.

The procedure was similar to that described in the prec
ing paper. First a large energy region was fit with know
e-
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s-wave resonance parameters, allowing the magnitude
energy dependence of the flux to vary. The energy dep
dence was then fixed. Then a smaller energy region was
allowing Es , gGn

s , and Gg
s to vary. This process was the

repeated after adding a higher energy region with some
ditional s-wave resonances. These new resonances were
fit, with the resonance parameters for the firsts-wave reso-
nances held fixed. This process was iterated until thes-wave
parameters were stable. Then thep-wave resonances were fi
while allowing only the flux and thep-wave resonance pa
rameters to vary. The resulting fits were usually very go
as illustrated by a sample fit shown in Fig. 2.

The key issue is over what energy range this analy
procedure is reliable. As the energy increases, the resona
observed in the time-of-flight spectra comprise fewer ch
nels, and the resonance parameters extracted become
well determined. The problems are accentuated for
weaker resonances that are our primary focus. However
we discuss in detail below, all of the statistically significa
PNC effects have the same sign. It therefore would be v
interesting to extend the measurements and analysis into
difficult energy region. In an effort to extend the ener
range, we have performed measurements using a large
angle capture detector@26,27#. ~Since for these neutron reso
nances the capture width is nearly equal to the total wid
measuring the emittedg rays provides information equiva
lent to that obtained via the transmission measurements.! Be-
cause the capture detector had no moderation time, and
cause the capture measurements were made with a diffe
sample, these capture measurements did not significantly
tend the energy range for which we have reliable parity v
lation data. However, the capture measurements do pro
an opportunity to test the reliability of the data analys
method. For sample lower energy resonances the widths
tained from the transmission and capture measurem
agree, and these widths agree with the literature valu
Similarly, our measurements for the PNC longitudinal asy
metries obtained via capture and transmission agree. H
ever, for resonances near 300 eV, the resonance param
obtained from the two methods do not agree, and the wid
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TABLE I. Resonance parameters for232Th.

E ~eV! BP a l J b gGn ~meV! Gg ~meV! Ai ~1/eV!

8.3603260.0012 1.00 1 0.5 0.00026760.000004 25.0
13.137760.0018 1.00 1 0.00019360.000004 38.5
21.81960.003 0.00 0 0.5 2.1860.044 24.9860.50
23.45460.003 0.00 0 0.5 4.1060.082 24.1660.48
36.98260.004 0.99 1 0.00088260.000018 20.5
38.23260.004 0.99 1 0.5 0.00048160.00001 27.1
41.06660.005 0.99 1 0.00051060.00001 27.0
47.06860.005 0.99 1 0.5 0.0017460.000035 17.3
49.94160.006 0.99 1 0.00042960.00001 40.0
58.78660.009 0.98 1 0.0090260.00018 58.3
59.52360.009 0.00 0 0.5 3.8860.083 23.9360.49
64.57560.010 0.99 1 0.5 0.00079460.000037 103.0
69.22860.015 0.00 0 0.5 44.5260.91 20.6560.56
90.13960.01 0.99 1 0.0055960.00013 11.6
98.05760.013 0.99 1 0.5 0.0042960.000098 12.9
103.6360.01 0.99 1 0.0065060.00013 13.4
113.0060.01 0.00 0 0.5 13.0760.27 23.8960.52
120.8360.02 0.00 0 0.5 22.6760.47 23.5460.51
128.1760.02 0.89 1 0.5 0.080160.0044 13.6
129.1660.02 0.00 0 0.5 3.5960.79 27.5461.10
145.8360.02 0.90 1 0.08860.003 2.89
148.0660.02 0.99 1 0.006360.0001 12.4
154.2960.02 0.49 0 0.5 0.19360.015 22.5160.49
167.1160.03 0.98 1 0.5 0.023560.0006 33.8
170.3060.04 0.00 0 0.5 62.2361.35 22.1461.18
178.8660.03 0.98 1 0.024660.0007 15.5
192.6060.03 0.00 0 0.5 16.3660.36 23.8260.48
196.2060.03 0.96 1 0.5 0.07060.002 11.4
199.2560.03 0.00 0 0.5 9.5860.19 20.5460.43
202.5860.03 0.98 1 0.5 0.042260.002 11.2
210.9160.03 0.98 1 0.018160.0004 10.5
221.1160.04 0.00 0 0.5 29.2560.60 23.1660.47
231.9560.04 0.98 1 0.5 0.010260.0005 12.6
234.0760.04 0.98 1 0.016160.0004 10.1
242.2560.04 0.98 1 0.043460.0009 7.04
251.4760.05 0.00 0 0.5 31.0560.65 26.0960.81
263.0460.05 0.00 0 0.5 21.1660.50 24.9860.71
276.4560.03 0.98 1 0.008660.0002 17.1
285.6860.06 0.00 0 0.5 30.5660.76 25.8661.04

aBayesianp-wave probability.
bJ50.5 is assigned top-wave resonances with statistically significant PNC asymmetries.
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obtained for the transmission data do not agree with the
erature. The PNC asymmetries determined via transmis
and capture~for example for the 302-eV resonance! do not
agree. We therefore conclude that for this target our anal
of the transmission data is reliable up to some cutoff ene
near 300 eV. After careful examination of the data we ha
adopted 285 eV as the cutoff value.

The final values for the resonance parameters are give
Table I. The errors ongGn and Gg include the statistica
uncertainty~which is very small! and an estimated 2% un
certainty from the fitting process. This is an attempt to
clude systematic uncertainties from the fitting process
from uncertainties in the response function. There is an
ditional 2% uncertainty included for thep waves due to
t-
on

is
y
e

in

-
d

d-

small fluctuations in the flux. We believe that the uncertain
estimate is conservative. Our central results—the parity v
lating longitudinal asymmetries—are insensitive to sm
changes in the resonance parameters.

The measurement determines the value ofgGn , not the
value of the orbital angular momentuml. This leaves the
possibility that a strongp-wave resonance or a weaks-wave
resonance may be misassigned. We used the Bayesian a
sis procedure of Bollinger and Thomas@28# to determine the
orbital angular momentum of each resonance. The Baye
analysis uses the measured widths, strength functions,
level densities, and relies mainly on the large difference ins-
and p-wave penetrabilities. The procedure is the same
described in detail in the preceding paper. From our neut
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FIG. 3. ~top! 232Th transmission spectra fo
two helicity states near the 38.2-eV resonan
~bottom! Histogram of the asymmetries obtaine
for each of 150 runs for the resonance shown
the top of the figure.
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resonance data we determined the averages-wave level
spacingD05(1963) eV, and thes- and p-wave strength
functionsS05(0.960.3)31024 andS15(0.860.2)31024.
Both the s-wave level spacing and strength function agr
with previous results,D05(16.861.0) eV andS05(0.84
60.07)31024 @23#. The p-wave strength function calcu
lated for the energy range below 285 eV with the data of R
@23# is S15(1.0060.25)31024. The missing neutron
p-wave strength in our measurement is due to the block
of some p-wave resonances in the transmission spectr
since a thick sample was used to optimize the PNC stu
The large uncertainty in our values is due primarily to t
limited energy range of the present work. We have used
level spacing and strength function results of@23# to estimate
the probability that a given resonance is ap-wave resonance
This probability is listed for each resonance in Table I. T
only disagreement is for the 196.2-eV resonance, which
assign asp-wave rather the earliers-wave assignment. This
resonance shows a very strong parity violation effect, c
sistent with the Bayesian probability.
e

f.

g
,

y.

e

e
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B. PNC longitudinal asymmetries

The PNC longitudinal asymmetries were obtained by
ting each run with the codeFITXS; the asymmetry paramete
was varied while all other parameters were held fixed. T
sum of the data for the two helicity states~FLIP 1 NOFLIP!
was fit to determine the flux for a single run. With all oth
parameters held fixed, the data for each helicity state wa
separately to determinep1 and p2 for each run. The ob-
served asymmetryp is determined fromp1 and p2. The
neutron polarization was measured for each run. The as
metries for a sample resonance are shown in Fig. 3.
averagep values and their uncertainties were determin
separately for each polarization orientation, and these
values combined to obtain the value of the longitudin
asymmetry and its uncertainty for each resonance. Th
asymmetry values for each resonance are corrected for
spin-flipping efficiency, which depends only on the neutr
energy. The final longitudinal asymmetries are shown a
function of energy in Fig. 4 and are listed in Table II.
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These new results show a dramatic improvement rela
to the results of the earlier measurements@10#. There are
now ten PNC effects with a statistical significance of 3s or
greater. In addition the resonances that show no effects~ap-
proximately two-thirds of thep-wave resonances shou
haveJ53/2 and cannot display parity violation! have much
smaller uncertainties than in the earlier data. The answe
the key question—is the nonstatistical distribution of t
signs of the longitudinal asymmetries real or a statisti
artifact?—is apparent by inspection. The ten statistically s
nificant effects all have the same sign, which should hap
at random only once in 210 or 1024 trials.

FIG. 4. Longitudinal PNC asymmetriesp versus energyE for
232Th.

TABLE II. PNC asymmetries for232Th.

E ~eV! p ~%! p/Dp pAE (%AeV)

8.36032 1.7860.09 19.8 5.15
13.1377 0.1660.14 1.1 0.58
36.982 20.0160.17 20.1 20.61
38.232 6.4160.32 20.0 39.6
41.066 20.0960.27 20.3 20.58
47.068 2.5260.13 19.4 17.3
49.941 20.2460.39 20.6 21.70
58.786 0.0260.03 0.7 0.15
64.575 14.1660.41 34.5 114.0
90.139 0.2160.19 1.1 1.99
98.057 0.7060.22 3.2 6.93
103.63 0.2260.16 1.4 2.24
128.17 2.3160.12 19.2 26.1
145.83 0.0060.10 0.0 0.00
148.06 20.1160.34 20.3 1.34
167.11 3.2160.10 32.1 41.5
178.86 0.1960.28 0.7 2.54
196.20 0.9060.18 5.0 12.6
202.58 1.1060.25 4.4 15.7
210.91 20.2360.32 20.7 23.34
231.95 4.7760.68 7.0 72.6
234.07 20.1660.45 20.4 20.24
242.25 0.1860.17 1.0 2.80
276.45 0.4660.76 0.6 7.65
e

to

l
-
n

The average value for the longitudinal asymmetryp is p̄
51.6060.65% for all analyzedp-wave resonances. If only
asymmetries with a statistical significance of greater th
3 s are considered, the value forp̄ increases to 3.861.3%.
It is interesting to compare these results with those obtai
for 238U @1#, wherep̄ was consistent with zero both for th
set of all analyzedp-wave resonances and also for tho
p-wave resonances with statistically significant parity vio
tions. The value forDs̄ is also of interest. For all analyze
p-wave resonancesDs̄50.2960.14 b, while for the ten
large effects,Ds̄50.6960.30 b. These values are larg
than those obtained for238U @1#. However, the average valu
of Ds̄ is dominated by one very large contribution~from the
128-eV resonance!, which is not the case for the longitudina
asymmetries. We therefore draw no strong conclusions fr
the value ofDs̄.

VI. ANALYSIS

A. Method

First we briefly review the analysis adopted in the prec
ing paper@1#, and then discuss the changes required to c
sider the nonstatistical anomaly. For a target with Ip501,
thes-wave resonances have 1/21 and thep-wave resonances
1/22 or 3/22. Only 1/22 resonances mix with the 1/21 reso-
nances to show parity violation. The two-level approxim
tion @29–33# for the observed PNC asymmetrypm was gen-
eralized to include admixtures from a number ofs-wave
resonancesn @7#

pm52(
n

Unm

En2Em

gn1/2
gm1/2

Gn
m

, ~5!

where gm1/2
and gn1/2

are the neutron decay amplitudes

levelsm andn (gm
2 5Gn

m andgn
25Gn

n), and Unm is the matrix
element of the PNC interaction between levelsn andm. The
signed quantitiesUnm , gm , andgn are statistically indepen
dent random variables with mean-zero Gaussian distr
tions. Although there is insufficient information to obtain th
individual matrix elements, one can determine thevariance
of the distribution of these matrix elements. The comm
varianceM2 of the PNC matrix elements is the mean-squa
matrix element of the PNC interaction.

The quantitypm is the sum of Gaussian random variabl
and therefore is itself a Gaussian random variable. The v
ance ofpm is M2Am

2 , where

Am
2 5(

n
Anm

2 and Anm
2 5S 2

En2Em
D 2 Gn

n

Gn
m

. ~6!

The quantityAm is listed for each resonance in Table I.
maximum likelihood approach to the analysis was adop
@34,35#. The probability density function~PDF! of the PNC
asymmetrypm is a GaussianG(pm ,M2Am

2 ) with mean zero
and varianceM2Am

2 . Including the experimental errorsm

yields a Gaussian PDF with varianceM2Am
2 1sm

2

G~pm ,M2Am
2 1sm

2 !. ~7!
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If all spectroscopic information is known, then the likelihoo
function for a givenp-wave resonancem is

L~M !5G~pm ,M2Am
2 1sm

2 !PM~M !, ~8!

wherePM is the a priori probability density,pm is the ex-
perimental value of the PNC asymmetry, andsm is the un-
certainty inpm .

If the p-wave spins are not known, then the likelihoo
function is the sum of two terms, with the additional term
Gaussian that is independent of the PNC matrix elementM .

L~M !5@a~1/2!G~pm ,M2Am
2 1sm

2 !

1b~3/2!G~pm ,sm
2 !#PM~M !, ~9!

where a and b are the probabilities thatJ51/2 or 3/2.
~Since the p1/2 and p3/2 states have different averag
strengths, and there is a finite threshold for observability,
number of resonances actually observed does not have
expected statistical ratio. The relative probability is det
mined empirically—see the discussion by Frankleet al.
@10#.! The justification for this form of the likelihood func
tion is discussed in general by Bowmanet al. @34# and in
detail by Bowman, Lowie, and Sharapov@35#.

The a priori probability PM is common to both terms
Since the second term is independent ofM , the function is
not normalizable without the factorPM . In practice we as-
sume thatPM is constant up to some maximum value a
zero above this value. For a number of independent re
nances the likelihood function is the product of the functio
for the individual resonances. One inserts the values of
experimental asymmetriespm and their uncertaintiessm , de-
termines the spectroscopic termsAm from the known reso-
nance parameters, and calculates the likelihood function.
location of the maximum gives the most likely valuemL of
the parameterM . The confidence interval is obtained b
solving the equation

lnFL~m6!

L~mL! G5
1

2
, ~10!

wherem6 are the upper and lower values at which this eq
tion is satisfied.

This discussion assumes that the distribution of the as
metries is a Gaussian with zero mean. This is clearly not
for these data. Since the data appear to obey a statis
distribution about some nonzero value, we represent the
by introducing an offset parameter. Following Bowmanet al.
@7#, the asymmetry can be expressed as the sum of
terms: a fluctuating term and a constant term. The expres
used is

pm52@SnUnm /~En2Em!#~Gn
n/Gn

m!1/21B@~1 eV!/E#1/2,
~11!

whereE is in eV. The quantitiesUnm , En , andEm are in-
dependent random variables, and the first term has ave
value zero. The energy dependence of the ratio of width
E21/2. Expressing the constant term relative to the value
e
the
-

o-
s
e

he

-

-
e

cal
ta

o
on

ge
is
t

En51 eV gives the convenient result that the ratio of t
fluctuating and constant terms does not depend on the
ergy.

B. Results

We then proceed as before with the maximum likeliho
method, except there are now two parameters—the rms P
matrix elementM and the empirical offsetB ~expressed in
%). A two-parameter maximum likelihood plot for the232Th
data is shown in Fig. 5, usinga50.41 andb50.59. The
values for M and B are M51.1220.22

10.32 meV and
B514.925.0

15.0%. For a level spacingD0516.8 eV @23#, this
gives a weak spreading width ofGw54.721.8

12.731027 eV. If
one ignores the offset and fits the data with only the o
parameterM , the result isM51.5820.31

10.44 meV. Thus the
value of M is changed by about 30% if one ignores t
offset.

For comparison, we also treat the238U data presented in
the previous paper@1# in the same manner. A two-paramet
maximum likelihood plot for238U is shown in Fig. 6. The
values for M and B are M50.6520.15

10.23 meV and B
521.9622.31

12.34%.

FIG. 5. Two-parameter maximum likelihood plot for232Th. The
curves are contours of constant likelihood, with values 80, 60,
and 20 % of the maximum likelihood.

FIG. 6. Two-parameter maximum likelihood plot for238U. The
curves are contours of constant likelihood, with values 80, 60,
and 20 % of the maximum likelihood.
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VII. SIGN CORRELATION

A. Distant doorway state models

As noted in the previous section, the experimental e
dence confirms the earlier measurement. Since ten sta
cally significant parity violation asymmetries have the sa
sign, the nonstatistical effect~sign correlation! is confirmed.

Following the original measurement, there were a num
of attempts to explain the sign correlation. Both chronolo
cally and in the general physics approach, the explanat
divide into two categories. The first set of explanations c
be loosely designated as ‘‘distant’’ doorway state mode
The compound nucleus is by definition very complicated a
expected to display random phases. Single particle or d
way state effects were considered first as the origin of
sign correlation. One can expressB in terms of doorway
statesud& as

B52(
d
AG~n!

d

G~n!
p

^1/21duVPVu1/22m&
~Em2Ed!

. ~12!

The first explanation was due to Bowmanet al. @36#. Their
approach uses single-particles- and p-wave states that ar
located some five MeV away from thep-wave resonance
that display parity violation. The influence of the singl
particle state does lead to a sign correlation. However
order to explain the size of the observed effect, the ma
element^duVPVum& must be 100 times larger than all oth
evidence suggests. This failing—that an unphysically la
weak matrix element is required in order to reproduce
size of the nonstatistical effect—proved to be a recurr
theme.

Auerbach@37# writes the spreading width due to pari
violation as

Gw5(
d

G~n!
d u^1/21duVpvu1/22m&u2

~Em2Ed!21~Gd/2!2
. ~13!

He suggested using theJ502 spin dipoles as the relevan
doorway states. Auerbach and Bowman@38# then combined
the spirit of these two ideas@36,37#. The doorway states ar
the spin dipole giant resonances, and are distant in the s
that they are located several MeV from thep-wave reso-
nances under consideration. Auerbach and Bowman
from the parity-violating asymmetry

pm52(
n

^nuVPVum&
Em2En

gn

gm
, ~14!

which is our original result expressed in their notation, wh
un& ares-wave resonances,um& is onep-wave resonance o
interest, and their energies areEn andEm . The reduced neu
tron widths aregn andgm , which can be written in terms o
single-particle amplitudes as

gn5gs^0
1s1/2un&, ~15!

gm5gp^0
1p1/2um&. ~16!

The matrix element can then be written as
i-
ti-
e

r
-
ns
n
.
d
r-
e

in
ix

e
e
g

se

art

e

^nuVPVum&5^nuDm&^DmuVPVum&, ~17!

which illustrates the role of the doorway stateuDm&. Taking
into account the spin-dipole nature of the parity-violati
potential and using closure, one obtains

pm5
2gs

gp
^01s1/2uVPVu01p1/2&(

n

u^Dmun&u2

Em2En
. ~18!

The distributionu^Dmun&u2 has its maximum near the doo
way state, has a smooth shape, and is MeV away from
p-wave resonances that are measured. This implies tha
sign of the parity-violating asymmetry is fixed for th
p-wave resonancesum&. However, to explain the size of th
observed value ofB requires a parity-violating matrix ele
ment at least two orders of magnitude greater than con
ered reasonable.

Flambaum@39# used a valence model approach in whi
the neutron interacts near the nuclear surface. He tra
formed the weak Hamiltonian into its surface form and c
culated the valence component. In this description the ine
tic excitations in the target enhance the PNC matrix elem
However, again the magnitude of the matrix element mus
unreasonably large in order to explain the size of the
served effect.

The optical model was employed by Kooninet al. @40#
and by Carlson and Hussein@41# and Carlsonet al. @42# in
efforts to explain the sign effect. The optical model was us
for the strong parity-conserving part and the weak par
nonconserving term obtained from perturbation theory. T
two groups use different choices of the optical potent
Both results require a PNC matrix element at least 100 tim
too large.

Lewenkopf and Weidenmu¨ller @43# utilized a single-
particle approach with an enhancement of the weak par
violating matrix element due to an effect called barrier pe
etration enhancement that results when the neutron~via the
strong interaction! is in a virtualp-wave resonance channe
This highly excitedp-wave state is MeV above threshold
They use single-particle states as doorways. The comb
tion of the doorways and the barrier enhancement ef
leads to a sign correlation. However, in order to explain
size of the effect requires a matrix element that is two ord
of magnitude larger than considered reasonable.

Auerbach and Spevak@44# adopted a projection operato
approach and used a one-body form for both the par
violating part of the potential and the strong interaction pa
The doorway states are spin-dipole resonances. They
merically evaluated the barrier enhancement term propo
by Lewenkopf and Weidenmu¨ller. Again they required a ma
trix element that is two orders of magnitude too large.

At this stage it was clear that the distant state appro
did not work. This had important implications: if the sig
correlation is a general effect and not some specific nuc
structure effect, then a serious problem results. There
attention turned to different models which were spec
rather than general.

B. Local doorway state models

The difficulty with the distant doorway state models w
simply that the energy separation between thep-wave reso-
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nances and the doorway was so great that an unphysi
large matrix element was required in order to provide
effect of the magnitude observed experimentally. This pr
lem can be removed by assuming a local or nearby doorw
However, now the solution to the problem generates a n
problem. Single-particle states and spin dipole states
known to exist, and there are reasonable estimates for
locations and widths. Such guidance is lacking in establ
ing the physical origin of the local doorways. Some effo
have focused on the special properties of the nuclide232Th,
while others simply postulate the existence of a doorw
with convenient features without detailed specifications c
cerning its origin.

The general spirit is illustrated by the approach of Au
bach et al. @45#. Assume ap-wave resonance labeledur &
with escape amplitudeg r and a doorwayd. The longitudinal
asymmetry is

p;22(
d

~Er2Ed!^duVPVur &gd

@~Er2Ed!21Gd
2/4#g r

. ~19!

Assume the doorway is 50 eV from thep-wave resonance o
interest and has a widthGd of 100 eV. Then for a typical
ratio of penetrabilities forgd/g r of 103, one obtains a matrix
element of a few meV. Thus the inconsistency is remov
and the problem is shifted to the origin and characteristic
the doorway state.

The doorway states in this approach are intermed
structure resonances, assumed not to overlap, and to
spacings intermediate between single-particle and compo
nuclear states. Since the striking nuclear structure featur
233Th is its octupole deformation@46,47#, it was only natural
to consider this property. Intermediate structure resonan
have been observed in233Th via neutron-induced fission, an
have widths and spacings of the same order of magnitud
required in the local doorway approach. Auerbach and Bo
man postulate the doorway as occurring in the third w
where the so-called parity doublets nearly coincide. Fla
baum and Zelevinsky@48# and Auerbachet al. @49# discuss
the effects of the octupole doublets. They conclude that
idea is attractive but physically unlikely. Desplanques a
Noguera @50# explicitly consider the octupole doublet o
third well approach to be very unlikely. As a speculati
they suggest that if the nucleus had a nonzero value
sW •pW , then suppression factors that enter in the usual cas
not appear. Desplanques and Noguera also provide a det
general description of various possible outcomes given
ferent widths and locations of the doorways. All of the
considerations emphasize the need for additional pa
violation data on232Th, in order to constrain the characte
istics of the local doorway, whatever its origin.

In another local doorway approach—by Hussein, Kerm
and Lin @51#—the doorway is a standard two-particle–on
hole ~2p-1h! state which happens by chance to be loca
near the p-wave resonances in question. This doorw
lly
n
-
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w
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couples at random to the compound nuclear states and
nothing directly to do with the shape of the thorium nucleu
The general role of doorways in such symmetry-break
studies is discussed at length by Feshbach, Hussein, and
man @52#. In fact they say that this measurement of the s
correlation in thorium may in fact be the first direct eviden
for 2p-1h doorways. Unfortunately their approach provid
no specific guidelines for the circumstances under wh
such nonstatistical effects should occur—the effect is alm
random.

To summarize, the present status of the sign correlatio
that there is no generally accepted explanation for the ph
cal origin of the effect. The simplest explanation involv
some local doorway state, but no convincing specific phy
cal argument for the doorway has been presented. The
evidence that the sign correlation does not occur elsewh
The results for238U are consistent with a random sign for th
PNC longitudinal asymmetries. Preliminary evidence fro
other measurements by our group on107Ag, 109Ag, and 115In
by Lowie @53#, on 113Cd by Seestromet al. @54#, on 121Sb,
123Sb, and127I by Matsuda@20#, and on105Pd and117Sn by
Smithet al. @55# all indicate that the signs of the PNC asym
metries are random. Thus, the sign correlation appears t
a real and localized effect that has not yet been explaine

VIII. SUMMARY

PNC longitudinal asymmetries have been measured fo
p-wave resonances in232Th. Ten resonances show pari
violations with greater than 3.2s statistical significance.
This is the largest sample ever measured for a single nuc
The new apparatus provided greatly improved data quality
compared with the initial study, while confirming the qua
tative conclusions of the earlier measurements. The ana
method also has been significantly improved. The value
the rms PNC matrix element isM51.1220.22

10.32 meV, while the
value of the offset isB514.925.0

15.0%. For an average leve
spacingD0516.8 eV, this leads to a weak spreading wid
of Gw54.721.8

12.731027 eV.
The surprising result of the sign correlation has been c

firmed: ten successive statistically significant PNC asymm
tries have the same sign and the value ofp̄ is not zero.
Numerous proposed explanations for this nonstatistical ef
were reviewed, none of which provide a compelling exp
nation for the effect. Our other measurements~to be discused
in future publications! have focused on theA'100 mass
region near the 3p neutron strength function maximum.
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